Edinburgh Graduate Epistemology Conference Schedule

3.10/11 DSB - coffee, lunch and wine reception on 7th Floor DSB

**Monday 6th May**

10:00 – 10:30 Registration and coffee

10:30 – 11:30 Simon Wimmer *Knowledge is a factual attitude*
   Response: Martin Smith

11:30 – 12:30 Dario Mortini *Knowledge-first Metaphysical Credentials*
   Response: Aidan McGlynn

12:30 – 2:00 Lunch

2:00 – 3:00 Evan Taylor *Epistemic Obligations to Know*
   Response: Mona Simion

3:00 – 4:00 Grzegorz Gaszczyk *Let me explain you something: on the epistemology of the speech act of explanation*
   Response: Adam Carter

4 – 4.20 coffee break

4.20 – 5.50 Keynote Talk: Mona Simion *Hermeneutical Injustice as Basing Failure*
   Response: Lee Wilson

7:30 Conference Dinner (Kismot)

**Tuesday 7th May**

10:15 – 10:30 Coffee

10:30- 11:30 Michael Bruckner *From Embodied to Experiential: A Reply to Sullivan*
   Response: Suilin Lavelle

11:30 -12:30 Theresa Clark *Beliefs and Understanding: A Response to Potochnik*
   Response: Emma Gordon

12:30 – 2:00 Lunch

2:00 -3:00 Dylan Balfour *Expanding the Situationist Challenge to Reliabilism About Memory*
   Response: Jason Baehr

3:00 –4:00 Theresa Allen *The Impossible Perspective: Against the Purely Epistemic Point of View*
   Response: Sophie Keeling

4 – 4.20 coffee break

4.20 – 5.50 Keynote Talk: Jason Baehr *The structure of Intellectual Vices*
   Response: Rie Iizuka

6:00 – 7:30 wine reception (7th floor, DSB)